
 

The Travelling Warrior 

 

The Travelling Warrior has an insatiable appetite to share the warrior ways. It is the fire in 

his belly that warms the coldest nights, the light that sparks and sparkles in the darkness 

when life dims, prior to its shine. 

Keen observations feed him. Reflections in the empty nights become beacons of brightness 

fuelling his teachings by day. Many following him, to draw upon his knowledge and 

wisdom of the warrior ways. Animated and strong, endearing and kind, gentle but firm. His 

gifts are many, yet not all available for him to acknowledge. He sees himself fully, or so he 

thinks! The many facets of the travelling warrior are being polished simultaneously. The 

light and shade surfacing with ebb and flow, land over sea. 

Many people, many places, many friends, many faces. Covering continents, thousands of 

miles, to effect infectiously, and infuse enthusiastically that which his soul is to share. 

Numerous lives touched by the travelling warrior, including his own. Inside out and outside 

in, nothing inseparable from the purpose, his drive.  

Time takes on a different meaning to the travelling warrior. Here one minute, there the next. 

Absorbed in his teachings, demonstrations and knowledge, his heart and soul ploughed into 

the moment. Busy with movement, his body durable and resilient. Skills displayed, 

inspiring others with the ease, flow and accuracy of execution. Wow’s and delight often 

filling the air, cut with focus and dedication whilst students desire to attain the same. 

One place to another, moving through contrast. Traveling and applying the warrior ways 

takes him deeper into his core. Questions appearing in the gaps of time, awaiting an answer 

at the next available pause. Long days and short nights. Good night becomes good morning, 

practically in the same breath. He looks after his body but feels the toll. Bubbles in a hot 

bath, his best friend. Long soaks to comfort and soothe.  

Books, words, writing, release the expressions of the travelling warrior. Experience, love, 

passion and encounters meet his needs. His heart expanding and encompassing a world 

within worlds. Deeply fulfilled yet a yearning for more, initiates the next adventure and the 

next and the next. A life of travel, destined destinations, to nourish and provide growth for 

all soul’s involved. Marvellous encounters. Amazing realisations. Darkness and solitude 

sometimes feel empty and cold, but the richness of life pours through his veins. The 

travelling warrior knows no bounds. He lives a life not easy to share, touching the depths 

and soaring high.  
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